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Empowerment is a process that challenges our assumptions
about the way things are and can be. It challenges our basic
assumptions about power, helping, achieving, and succeeding.
To begin to demystify the concept of empowerment, we need
to understand the concept broadly in order to be clear about
how and why we narrow our focus of empowerment for
specific programs and projects (specific dimension or level,
etc.) and to allow discussion of empowerment across
disciplinary and practice lines. Understanding empowerment
became a critical issue for us as we grappled with the task of
sharing our plans and programs for the Fiscal Year 2006-2007.

Understanding EMPOWERMENT

Empowered Journey ,see page 4
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For the past few months, Steve has been juggling
time between family, work and the UAP. It has become tiring
but nevertheless fulfilling because he has helped a number
of people in many ways. His only wish is that one day could
last for 48 hours so he could do more things. While at a very
young age he is already involved in a lot of things,although

HENRY STEVE R. OLONAN
Editor-in chief / Quezon City Chapter

A devilish way to welcome the year of the boar; talking of
trades and 15 pounds overweight! For this issue, Mark draws
from his recent experiences regarding the turning of tables at
the onslaught of internet technology. For our seniors who do
not find the world-wide-web palatable to their tastes, read on!

MARK MATEO MORALES
Sports Editor/ Rizal-Taytay Chapter

Who said cramming isn’t effective? Not for Joseph who
can easily handled last minute changes. Considering that

he is busy-as-bee, he keeps himself available for the Post
assignments. He is a guy who finds fun in graphic design

and photography. Aside from the UAP Post, his works
appeared in local publications such as abs-cbn Metro

Home and Arkikonst.

JOSEPH O. CALASARA
Design and Layout/ Quezon City Chapter

Karl heads into crunch time with his first year in Graduate School
at the University of San Carlos and together with the young
editors of this publication, he brings to us what’s up in the UAP
and rediscover the wonders of the interactive world.

KARL ARIES EMERSON F. CABILAO
Corresponding Editor / Sugbu Chapter

“Let no one despise your youth, but be an example to the believers
in the word, in conduct, in love, in spirit, in faith, in purity.”

 1Timothy 4:12

CARLO FUNDADOR B. MARUDO
Associate Editor / Quezon City Chapter

GRACE EDRALIN
News Editor/ Quezon City Chapter

There is no manmade structure greater than the
ones made by our forefathers with their bare hands; the
Banawe Rice Terraces symbolizes the unity, strength and
diligence of the Filipinos. This is something I admire about

ourselves. As a designer, I believe we can envision and create
new forms with or without technology. It is not only our calling

he never forgets to relax during the weekends and do his favorite past time- watching movies.
Onwards to another year of service for the UAP Post!

to become builders of dreams but we are also challenged to sustain our heritage since this is
the greatest treasure we can pass on to future generations in synergy with all the Filipino

architects representing the UAP

“Whoever wishes to be great among you shall be your servant,
whoever wishes to first among you shall be your slave”

Mathew 20:26-27
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History SIDELIGHTS and THE Organization
Architect Henry Steve R. Olonan, uap

By-lined articles and the opinions expressed herein are those of the authors and
do not necessarily represent the official policies of the United Architects
of the Philippines. UAP Post is published every 3 months. The
UAP Post reserves the right to accept, revise, or deny,
any articles submitted for publication.

Written contributions for publication
must be typewritten and double
spaced.Articles may be submitted in
hard copy or sent via email. Any photos
or graphics forming in part of the article
must contain the necessary caption.

The power ,see page 15

The Power to
Choose

“Every person, all the events of your
life are drawn there because you have
them there. What you choose to do
with them is up to you.”
-Richard Bach

The greatest power that a man
possesses is the power to choose. May
it be from the simplest to the most
complicated decisions, our choices
shape the lives lived by the billions of
humans on earth. The chain of
decisions made throughout our lives
ultimately describes us and leads to our
own individual lifelong masterpiece or
failure. The chain of decisions that
defines us also helps us define time and

EDITORIALEDITORIAL

space as it relates to our lives. Thus
we see that the concept that the
word “choice” conveys is ultimately the
definition of life on Earth. Your life is
the sum result of all the choices you
make, both consciously and
unconsciously. If you can control the
process of choosing, you can take
control of all aspects of your life. You
can find the freedom that comes from
being in charge of yourself.

Everyday is a battle between the good
and bad- who wins depends entirely
on who we choose to feed.

We constantly complain about the
government, how the taxes are NOT
working for us, how far behind we are
compared to the other Asian nations,
and that one has to work abroad in
order to have a better life. These are
the things that the government
should do something about, that’s
why we can never be too careful when
it comes to choosing the future
leaders of this country. The term
“choose well” should not be taken for

Isn’t it frightening how confused the
seasons are recently? Seasons are
changing and they are more

unpredictable as ever. I actually thought
it was going to snow for the month of
February, but now, because of
greenhouse effect, it is becoming warmer
than it would otherwise be.
 
No this is not a column about
greenhouse effect. It is about realizing
that NOTHING lasts forever and nothing
stays the same. Change is often very
difficult for people to accept and yet it’s
happening every minute.
 

Changes
layout and contents. There is
something about the word ordinary
that frightens me. I can attribute this
to the fact that I’m an Architect and
designer like most of the readers of
this publication. I don’t like being
predictable because I am aware of the
fact that often times, newsletters are
not even read. People now are
different. They get BORED easily. If
they are not impressed by what they
see, they look for something else.
 
Change doesn’t have to be scary. It
may also mean excitement, challenge,

Change may mean stepping
beyond the comfort zone and

into the unknown.

The greatest power that a man
possesses is the power to

choose. May it be from the
simplest to the most

complicated decisions

Change may
mean stepping
beyond the
comfort zone and
into the
unknown.
 
It actually makes me wonder why
some people are so afraid of change.
It frightens me more to be left behind.
Being the person responsible for the
UAP Post, I cannot stand the fact that
it is just going to be another ordinary
newsletter with the usual conservative

and
opportunity.
There are
absolutely no
limits to how
beautiful and
wonderful life

can be if only we are OPEN to what the
world has to offer. We want our
Publication to be noticed. We refuse to
be less than extra ordinary. We refuse
to be left behind.
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from page 01

the EMPOWERED journey
Architect Edric Marco C. Florentino, fuap

National President

news

Allow me to share with you – in
this column - some vital
ingredients of my advocacy since

my day one in office - that I believe is
necessary to help us understand the
word “empowerment”.

I see empowerment as an important
component in the leadership movement.
Leadership is a pathway towards
empowerment.

In UAP, leadership and empowerment are
at the very core of our work.

So, what does empowerment means?

You know, in UAP empowerment is a multi-
dimensional construct encompassing three
organizational perspectives: that of the
leader, that of the member, and that of the
organization itself. Empowerment has been
variously defined, but at its core is the idea
of creating an environment where others
are equipped and encouraged to make
decisions in autonomous ways and to feel
that they are in control of the outcomes for
which they have accepted responsibility.

This is the reason why we decentralize
our functions and responsibilities at the
national level in your respective Areas
and Districts to help your respective
group tackle the uncertainties of today’s
changing world by drawing out the
creative potential of the members who

but a genuine sharing of power,
opening the door for real dissent
and thereby, avoiding groupthink
and encouraging innovation.
Organizations that do not

empower others are like a parking lot
where all the cars have dead batteries or
faulty alternators. The leader must
constantly go around with his jumper
cables getting others started. Decisions
are continuously passed up the hierarchy
for resolution. Valuable time is lost and
creativity is stifled.

Since empowerment is normally thought of
as the giving of power to others, it is natural
to begin with the leader’s perspective. What
does empowerment mean for the UAP
National President or for the team leader?

From the leader’s perspective, a philosophy
of empowerment assumes that leaders
behave in an empowering manner. During
my lecture in various Areas and Districts
Assemblies, I mentioned six ways that
empowering leaders tend to approach
management, and I want to share these with
you tonight.

1. Influence through context.
Empowering leaders do not understand
empowerment as a matter of “giving
power” (which, unfortunately, is implied
by the dictionary definition). Instead,
they see themselves as responsible for
creating a context where empowerment is
released and nurtured. Empowerment is
to give people the freedom to act and
innovate, developing leadership
throughout the organization.

2. Create an atmosphere of inclusion.

3. Don’t take back the power. Once you have
given responsibility, empowering leaders
must resist the temptation to take it back.

4. Support member empowerment. Above
all, members must feel that they have the
support of their leaders to make empowered
decisions. The perception of being
supported is the opposite of fear. The fear
of reprimand or sanctions—because a
decision didn’t work out—will kill any
further efforts to become empowered.

The idea of support highlights the
difference between delegating and
empowering. Delegating simply means
assigning a task to someone. Empowering
means that, with the responsibility, comes
the freedom to choose the means of
accomplishing that task. It is a “two-way
interactive relationship” It means moving
from being a “boss” to becoming a
“coach.” It does, however, mean that the
objective is clearly understood.

5. Communicate a clear mandate. The
leader must have to exercise more
directive leadership particularly in

Understanding EMPOWERMENT

It is not merely a symbolic
gesture intended to make

people feel empowered, but a
genuine sharing of power,
opening the door for real

dissent and thereby, avoiding
groupthink and encouraging

innovation.

casting the vision and clarifying outcome
expectations. A lack of clarity about
desired outcomes and role expectations
is intrinsically disempowering

When members are not sure about what
they are supposed to be doing or about the
limits of their decision-making power, they
will hesitate. This is why it is imperative that
the leader clearly define the mandate, which
includes both the ultimate objective and the
limitations or parameters within which the
member is otherwise free to act.

6. Lastly, Equip people for success.
Empowering leaders don’t just delegate
and disappear. They equip their members
so that they have a relatively good
chance of success in the decisions they
make. This equipping involves training,
resources, and information.

Now, as you highlighted your theme with
empowerment, let me  inform you that
empowerment takes place within a
relationship of trust and responsibility in
which the empowered interact with the

...and that trust must depend
on candor, honesty and an

open system of communication
at all levels of the organization

make up the UAP-IAPOA.

It is not merely a symbolic gesture
intended to make people feel empowered,

Empowering leaders invite an atmosphere
of inclusion across all levels of the
organization by making sure that everyone
has a voice and that their voice is heard.
This is the reason why we maintain our
Chapter Presidents’ Assembly, or
Balangkasan for that matter, for us to voice
our ideas and perspectives.
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leader during any activity. But the leader is
not “managing” the members. The leader
listens for what the team or individual
needs to be successful and provides it.
When the task is complete, the leader takes
account of what worked well, and what did
not, celebrates the successes, and
assesses what needs improvement the next
time. Accountability encompasses learning,
not blame.

In UAP, we have implemented various
projects and programs that deals with
empowerment. Recently,

1.We have empowered our Filipino
architects by promoting economic and
technical cooperation with the Asis-
Pacific region by launching the APEC
Architect registry and accredited 12 UAP
members, two of them are your National
President and your Area Vice President,
Archt. Michael Ang.

2.We have empowered your information
needs. Our website, www.united-
architects.org is now available online
with comprehensive information and
articles. We have also launched the
Keeping You Posted Online at
www.kyponline.co.nr in case you haven’t
received the latest KYP newsletter.

3.We have empowered our professional
right as architect. We closely and
continuously monitor our intervention
case. Further,  we have published two
advertisement materials to inform the
general public that only the licensed and
registered architects can seal and signed
all architectural plans and documents.
We also filed civil cases against

personalities due to the real and
troubling encroachment on our legal
rights as architects.

4.We have empowered our
professionals in the Academe by
strengthening synergy through the
hosting of the first-ever Arcasia

to the Board of Architecture three
documents, namely, Pre-Design Services,
Selecting an Architect and Design and
Construct Services.

Let me conclude with one final thought:
Notwithstanding the challenges we face
everyday, I really think it’s important that

In line with the celebration of the
Nationwide Architecture Week 2006,
the Commission on Education
presented a lecture forum entitled THE
ARCHITECTS AS RESEARCHERS:
Getting Published, held in the
afternoon of December 8, 2006 at the
UAP Headquarters in Quezon City. The
objective of this seminar was to
encourage research among architects
and to provide them a venue towards
publishing their works. 

The Opening Remarks was
given Arch. Gloria B. Teodoro, fuap,
piep, as the Executive Director of the
UAP Commission on Education. Three
talks were given by Faculty Researchers
of the University of Santo Tomas. One
is by Arch. Leah P. Dela Rosa, uap, piep,
also serving as the UAP Commission on

Education-Research Committee Chair who
gave a background on “The Architect as
a Researcher”.

Arch. Ma. Elena Cayanan, fuap,
Chancellor of the UAP College of Fellows,
explained the mechanics on “Getting
Published in a University Journal” while Arch.
Norma Alarcon, fuap, dealt with “Getting
Published in an International Journal”. For
those who are not affiliated with any
university but is interested to print researches
in the local market, there was also a
discussion on “Getting Published in a Local/
National Journal” by Arch. Lorelei De Viana,
uap, the Supervising Restoration Architect
at the Historic Preservation Division of the
National Historical Institute.  After which, an
open forum was facilitated by the Moderator,
Arch. Susan G. Petilla, uap, also a faculty at
the University of Santo Tomas.

The proceedings of this seminar
through the Commission on Education,
hopes to guide and assist the individual
architect who has chosen to teach in
the university by imparting knowledge
not only within the classrooms but also
to other Filipinos and foreign readers
through local and internal publications.
Publication is very significant to the
architect-academicians who are
expected to publish in refereed journals
for tenure and promotion. Though
challenging for many architects to write,
document, validate and theorize their
concepts and ideas, a journal serves as
another medium by which the works of
a designer can be immortalized,
experienced and above all understood
by others. By Grace Edralin

The Architects as ResearchersThe Architects as Researchers

Research Forum last October during
our NCA 15.

5.We have empowered our
knowledge and expertise by

establishing
and
constructing
our
Professional
Development
Center which is now located at the Second
Floor of the UAP Building.

6.We have empowered our organization
by exploring solutions to update our
organization structures and by-laws.

7.And finally, we have empowered our
rights and responsibilities as
professional by continuously updating
our vital documents involving the
practice of architecture and its standards.
Last month, we have already submitted

each of us feels a strong sense of
community in the organization.  It is so
important that we trust one another,
especially in times of challenges.  That trust
factor must be as strong as the thickest
gauge of steel and that trust must depend
on candor, honesty and an open system of
communication at all levels of the
organization It is equally important that we
foster a collegial and inclusive working
environment and I will do all I can to make it
happen for the next two quarters.

Till next issue. God Bless!

The Architects as Researchers
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Recently, the Professional
Regulation Commission,
Board of Architecture
( P R C - B O A )
commissioned a
new chairman and
member in the
persons of
Architects Armando
Dominador N. Allí,
fuap and Archt.
Angeline T. Chua Chiaco,
fuap respectively.

Appointed via
executive power of no less than
President Gloria Macapagal
Arroyo, together with Architect
Miguel R. Caluza, architects Alli
and Chua Chiaco will serve the
PRC-BOA for a term of three (3)
years after appointment or until
their successors shall have been
appointed and duly qualified. The said
board may be reappointed for another full
term of three (3) years.

Their appointment came after
evaluation and

recommendations
based on a list of five

(5) nominees for each
position submitted
to the Commission by
the integrated and the
a c c r e d i t e d
p r o f e s s i o n a l
organization of
a r c h i t e c t s
which is the
UAP.

Arch i tect
Alli graduated in

1982 from the University of
the Philippines, College of
Architecture and earned his
masters degree from the U.P.
School of Urban and Regional Planning in
1994. Other fields in his specialty includes
site, physical and environmental planning.
Architect Alli is also a DTI-CIAP-CIAC

accredited professional in the field of
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) for

the construction industry i.e. a
construction arbitrator and a

construction mediator. Presently, he
also acts as a technical consultant
to the office of a Philippine
Senator. He has been a member
of the United Architects of the
Philippines (UAP) Quezon City
Silangan Chapter for over 24
years, and has served in
many chapter, district and
national positions until
becoming a UAP district
director (1990) and a UAP

F e l l o w
(2002).

A Past
Member of
the UAP
N a t i o n a l
Committee

on Legislation
and Codes (NCLC),

spending the years
2001 through 2004 on

highly focused work on
collaborative efforts leading to the crafting,

passage and approval of RA 9266
(the Architecture Act of 2004),
its Implementing Rules and
Regulations (IRR) and on general
architecture advocacy thereafter.

Also a product of the
University of the Philippines in
1975 and of the U.P. School of
Urban and regional Planning in
1980, Architect Angeline T.
Chua-Chiaco placed first in the
Government Licensure

Examination for Architecture in 1976. She
worked for four years at the Felipe M.
Mendoza & Associates Research & Planned
Development Systems as Junior Associate
Partner and Planner. In 1980, she joined
the Philippine National Construction
Corporation as Chief Architect (1980- 1985)
and later with the DCCD Engineering
Corporation as Architectural Consultant. She
also served as Architectural Consultant of
the Philippine Geoanalytics from 1985 to
1988. A Fellow of the United Architects of
the Philippines, Archt. Chua Chiaco also
served as Executive Director of the
Commission on Internal in 1988 and Chapter
President of UAP New Manila Chapter in
1986. She is also a member of the Philippine
Institute of Environmental Planners (PIEP)
and National Association of Underwater
Instructors (NAUI).

The Professional Regulation Commission
(PRC) announces that 370 out of 735
passed the Architect Licensure
Examination given by the Board of
Architecture in Manila last January 2007
a with a passing rate of roughly fifty
Percent (50%). The result of
examination with respect to one (1)
examinee was withheld pending final
determination of his liabilities under the
rules and regulations governing licensure
examinations.

The members of the Board of

Architect Licensure Examination Results Released
Architecture who gave the licensure
examination are Arch. Armando N. Alli,
Chairman; Arch. Miguel R. Caluza and Arch.
Angeline T. Chua Chiaco, Members, a first
for newly appointed chairman and member
architects Alli and Chua-Chiaco.

The results were released in
fifteen (15) working days after the last
day of examination.

The oathtaking ceremony of the
successful examinees in the said
examination as well as the previous ones
who have not taken their Oath of

Professional will be held before the
Board on Saturday, March 17, 2007 at
1:00 o’clock in the afternoon at the
Grand Ballroom, Sofitel Philippine Plaza
Hotel, CCP Complex, Roxas Boulevard,
Pasay City.
Pursuant to Section 40 of Republic Act
9266, mandatory registration for
membership with the United Architects
of the Philippines, Inc. (UAP), will start
on Monday, February 19, 2007.

Special Thanks to Mr. Jason Aban and the
UAP Secretariat

Special Thanks to Mr. Jason
Aban and the UAP

Secretariat
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Starting early, the United
Architects of the Philippines is
busy once again preparing for a
grand 33rd National Convention
and Convention Exhibits scheduled
on April 26-28, 2007 at the Manila

33rd NatCon & Conex 2007
    · Link research and practitioner networks and  knowledge

    · Stimulate new conversations about the varying state
       of our profession

    · Develop content and methodologies for the needs –
      local, national and global – of the 21st century.

Bringing together all members of the built environment
profession, the convention will be presenting 10 continuing
education programs, tours, and the regular events such
as the Chapter Presidents’ Assembly, UAP Annual Business
Meeting, Investiture of UAP Fellows, Elections of UAP
National Officers, Tripartite Network Meeting, Council of
Deans and Heads of Architecture Schools in the Philippines,
seminars and workshops on professional development.
Also to complement the convention, 400 companies
showcasing the latest building materials and services
available locally will be featured in a construction exhibit,
more popularly known as Conex 2007. The convention
director this year is Nexson L. Yung, uap.

For more details, visit www.uapconex2007.co.nr.
By Grace Edralin

Hotel and World Trade Center in Roxas Boulevard,
Manila. The theme for this year’s convention is: “The Varying
State of Philippine Architecture, Empowering the Filipino
Architect’s First Decade of the Third Millennium”. It
encourages the architect’s diverse but buoyant desire to
be recognized not abroad but in his front yard. The architect
should set a chance to do what is best in his generation
and in his homeland. This is the renaissance of Philippine
Architecture where the Architect’s practice is easily
understood, decently compensated and highly regarded.

To better arm the architects in facing the challenges in our
country, it is imperative to:
    · Look into what has not worked and what may work

    · Explore new and different structures for learning and
      professionalism

    · Rethink assessment and evaluation

A gathering activity organized by the
UAP Officers of Area A, the DAP-AYAN
2007, is set on February 23-25, 2007 at
Villa Navarro Beach Resort Village,
Caba, La Union. Promoting diversity in
the profession, the assembly will deal
with “Diversity in Architectural
Profession: AYAN ang Ipagdiwang
Natin.”

Area A believes that diversity
in the field of architecture is a topic
that must be seriously addressed at all
levels of the profession since
architecture can never embrace the
challenges of the future without
infusion of new ideas, technologies and
especially diverse individuals and
approaches. If we refuse, we are
destining ourselves to be suspended in
the past.

To start the Area A Assembly,
there will be a courtesy call to Hon.
Adoracio B. Runes, the Mayor of Caba,
La Union. Welcoming the delegates on
Friday, February 23, there will be

general assembly and RA 9266 Forum
will be held culminating in a Welcome
Dinner and Awards Night. On
Saturday, there will be an Ecumenical
mass followed by the Officers Training
Course. To enjoy the Beachfront,
entertainment is being prepared such
as the “Pasiklaban ng Bostik”, a
regional cultural presentation and
fellowship. The assembly officially
ends on February 25, 2007 at 12 noon.

The organizers for this event are
Arch. Editha P. De Vera as the Assembly
chairwoman and the Deputy to the Vice
President of Area 1 and Arch. Bertoldo

exhibits and
o p e n i n g
ceremonies.
In the
afternoon, a

B. Gumarang, Jr., the District
Director for Area 3.

Exploring new venues,
the Municipality of Caba is one
of the towns of the province of
La Union in the Ilocos Region.
Surrounded by fine beaches, it
is 246 kilometers northwest of
Manila.  What is unique in this
activity is that the architects will
have a closer encounter with
nature by camping out & pitching
their own tents, a truly diverse
experience as any architect can
get. By Grace Edralin D

a
p
-A
ya
n

DAP-AYAN 2007,
an Area A Council Assembly
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December 2-9, 2006 marked the week long celebration of the field of
Archietcture held every year around the world.

The satart of the annual event here in the Philiipinies was held at the
Unibersidad de Manila at Mehan Gardens, Manila with the Opening Ceremonies
started with the  Ecumenical Mass, then followed by the NAW 35  Week,
Exhibit installations, the UAP National Report and Programs, recognition of
the Metrobank Foundation-M.A.D.E. ’06 awardees and launching of M.A.D.E.
’07, and the Launching of the Architectural Legacy of Philippines National
Artists in Architecture led by Cultural Center of the Philippines (CCP), UAP-
PIA and the Architectural Archives of the Philippines.

The Week-long celebration started on November 18, 1971 when Presidential
the Proclamation 934 series of 1971 was approved and issued declaring the
second week of December every year as the “Architecture Week” prior to thy
resolution submitted by the architects Candelaria and Poblete during the 1971
Convention of Filipino Architects (CONFA ’71) four years before the birth of
the UAP. The initial celebration of his event was held on December 6-12 of
the same year, significantly climaxing the 50th anniversary celebration of the
architectural profession in the country, held at he Manila Polo Club in Makati.

Nationwide Architecture Week
Year 35 kicks off at Mehan

Garden

01

December 3, 2006. In recognition
and appreciat ion to al l  the ever
supportive friends and allies of the
Filipino architect, a children’s party
was hosted for a chosen group of

02
NAW 35 celebrates
a “party” of sorts

young wards of an  institution as a
joint event in celebration to the
camaraderie and firm brotherhood
between arch i tec ts  and i t ’ s
supporters. Overflowing food was
free for all and games were held not
on ly  for  the ch i ldren,  but  for
architects and friends alike.

Present in the event was no
other than national president Edric
Marco F lorent ino,  a long wi th
secretary  genera l  G i l  Evasco,
Executive Chair for Commission on
Governmental and External Affairs
Amado Tandoc, Jr., and many more.
The event was also attended by NAW
35 organizing committee members
led by NAW 35 cha i rman Pao lo
Mana lansan,  uap and chapter
members and officers from all over
the metro.

December  4 ,  2006 became the
“Poffesional Practice Day” organized
by the combined efforts of the ’06-
’07 Balangkasan Committee led by
Arch’t Annie Pujeda, the NAW35
Orcom, and the UAP  District B-1. The
fiscal year’s second Balangkasan
dubbed “Gaining Sectroal Support: A
Means to Protect the Architectural

Balangkasan2,
“Gaining Sectoral Support”

Profess ion”  was he ld  at
Max’s Quezon Avenue with
a lmost  70 par t i c ipants

attending the event.

Resource speakers includes
newly  appo inted PRC Board of
Architecture members UAP fellows
members  arch i tec ts  Armando
Dominador N. Alli and Angeline T.
Chua-Chiaco, architectand municipal
building official Rolando Cordero, and
the president of the Mayors’ League
Hon. Mayor Jesus C. Cruz.

03

Photo courtesy of Kalayaan 100 chapter
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December 5, 2006: the Environment
Day was celebrated in two parts led
by NAW35 Orcom member architect
Star Florentino as NAW35
Environment Day chairman, with the

Fumigation Services sponsored by
MAPECON held at the UAP Headquarters’
Lobby. The said services, wa a timely gift
for the said barangay for they were
reportedly finding means to solve some
of the residents’ concerns with regards
to Dengue infections with some of the
sewage canals left open.

The next part of the day’s
celebration was the Environment Clean-
up Drive where the UAP community
volunteered to clean up on of the city’s
main landmark, the Boy Scout Rotunda
located at the intersection of Tomas
Morato and Timog Avenue. The said
landmark is sometimes used as sleeping
area and playground by street dwellers
which consequently leads to its usual dirty
state.

Environment Day celebrated for Barangay
Laging Handa and the Boy Scout

Rotunda.

04

first-Assistance to UAP Headquarters’
community-Brangay Laging Handa which
was awarded with free Anti-Dengue

December 6, 2006: with architectural
design evolving day after day, NAW35 held
the “Enrichment Day” for architects with
a seminar on new trends in architecture
as APEC Arch’t Mike Guerrero as guest
speaker with his lecture entitled “Bed And
Breakfast”. Also presented in the activity
were new trends and materials in building
technology  with companies such as
Boysen Paints, MAPECON, Toto and Bostik
as presenters

Enrichment Day produces
 “New Trends”05

December 7, 2006 was the
turn of the UAP Graduate
Auxiliary (UAP-GA) this time
with another seminar on new
trends in architecture with
Arch’t Amerigo Dela Paz as
speaker, with avid supporters
Boysen Paints ,  MAPECON,
Toto and Bostik as product
presenters

A New Lesson to Learn
for UAP-GA06

The day also saw the recognition of the
profession’s national artists. The event was
held at the CCP Main Lobby and led by
the Cultural Center of the Philippines

(CCP), the Architectural Archives
Philippines, and the Philippine Association
of Landscape Architects (PALA)
sponsored by Boysen Paints.

National Artist for Architecture
Honored

UAPSA is in
the “House”07

December 8, 2006 came the day for
the UAP Student Auxiliary (UAP-SA).
Another seminar on New Trends in
Architecture was held with APEC
Architect Mike Guerrero on his second
day as speaker for students from
different architectural schools in the
metro.

December 9, 2006, The Nationwide
Architectuer Week Year 35
Culmination Night was held at Virgin
Café, Tomas Morato, Quezon City.
Included in the program was the UAP-
NAW in Retrospect and Awarding of
Competition Winners from the
different activities held at different
locations during the celebration.

UAP NAW35
ends at Virgin

Cafe

08
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The Practice - Here and Abroad

news

After letting their hair down at Ratsky
for their 31st Charter Day fete last

January 31, the UAP’s first chapter, UAP-
Cebu, held a forum on “Architecture
Practice: Here and Abroad” at the CAFA
Theater of the University of San Carlos
(USC) last February 2, 2006.

According to Chapter
President Sarah Abadia, the activity
aimed to gather architecture students,
under-boards as well as young licensed
architects and get them acquainted with
the success stories of selected local
architects as well as those who have
worked in different parts of the world.
The Chapter had big-time local architects
and members of the UAP College of
Fellows like Omar Maxwell Espina,
Socorro Atega, and Jose Mari Cañizares
spoke about the local practice in front
of a packed theater together with
young blood architects Perry Baltazar,
Rey Dauz and Francisco Noel as they
share their experiences abroad.

The event sponsor, Cagnaan
Bookstore, had a book fair at the USC-
CAFA student’s concourse offering
architectural books at discounted prices.

Symposium on Architecture : The practice here
and abroad at USAC TC Cafa Theater last
February 2, 1pm tp 5pm  (Top Photo), 31st
Anniversary last january 31st at Ratsky ayala
center Cebu (Pohoto above)

By Karl A.E.F. Cabilao

From a simple suggestion, came a
successful, worthwhile endeavor.

Now, Rizal-Taytay chapter’s “ Adopt a
School Project” is now in progress
Last June 23, 2006, Chapter president
Johnny A. Vinta coordinated with the
Francisco P. Felix Memorial National High
School in Cainta, Rizal and met with it’s
principal Ms. Juana M. Garrovillas to
discuss the possibilities of the said
project. The result of the meeting was
a heartwarming news for the principal
discovering a new NGO willing to help
the school to augment its facilities.

On June 28, 2006, some
members of the board visited Cainta Mayor
Hon. Ramon Ilagan to discuss the said
undertaking whom was also very happy
with the objective of the project to help
the school and his administration as well.

After several meetings,
planning, and solicitation, the project

started on October 23, 2006 while the
students are on vacation. First phase of
this project is almost finished and while
still doing our job on Saturdays and
Sundays when the school is vacant.

The Rizal-Taytay Chapter would
like to thank all those who had helped
with this endeavor and especially the
Officers and members of the UAP Rizal-
Taytay chapter. By Juanito A. Vinta

“ADOPT A SCHOOL PROJECT”
UAP-RIZAL-TAYTAY CHAPTER

Rizal-Taytay chapter had only 3
delegates in the 15th UAP National
Conference of Architects held last
October 27-29, 2006 at Camp John
Hay, Baguio City, but it did not bother
them to attend the conference even
there is a super typhoon coming.

For us participants, what we
wanted was to experience the cool
climate of Baguio, to relax for a while

Typhoon Paeng and
all,  still a succesful

15th NATIONAL
CONFERENCE

away from the very hectic schedule back
in Manila, and of course , to participate
in the meetings and seminars.

As chapter president, I
enjoyed a lot the president’s assembly.
We started at 10:00 am and we finished
at 7:00 pm. The workshop was very
good and fulfilling. We mingled and
discussed the proposed amendments
of the UAP-by-Laws. As for National
President Archt. Dinky, “ It was the first
president’s assembly that lasted up to
7:00 pm.”

The next two days of the
conference is very relaxing, from opening
mass, exhibits, opening ceremonies and
the welcome dinner. The “ Tile or no
Tile contest” made us more relax. I was
in the Tam-awan, Lourdes Grotto tour
on the last day. Even it was just a shot
tour, for me it was very relaxing. The
mere fact that typhoon Paeng is already
present during the our tour.

At the end of the
conference, of course, the fellowship
night is the most awaited event, not
because of the raffle, but the
contest. I participated in the “Ulo-
Ulo Halloween contest” with  Archt.
Elnore Teruel participated in the “
Pretty Lady in White contest” The
fellowship night finished past midnight
and we are very satisfied with what
we experienced on that conference.
We are looking forward to attend to
another conference in the future.

RIZAL-TAYTAY CHAPTER / CEBU CHAPTER / SUGBU CHAPTER
KALAYAAN 100 CHAPTER
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After the officers of UAP-Sugbu
Chapter were formally inducted,
they immediately all got down to

work. Together they mapped out a
realistic plan of activities for the entire fiscal
year. Each Chapter Director was assigned
to spearhead committees and members
were distributed to these different groups
so they could actively take part in the
Chapter affairs.

Charter Day & Community Activities
Committee (Chaired by Director
Easter Colette P. Gloria).

This fiscal year marks the
Chapter’s 15th year in the UAP. Last
October 1, 2006, the Chapter headed to
Chapter President Noel Avila’s beach
house in Liloan for an intimate beach party
filled with fun, games, videoke-singing and
yup, good food. After that, the

Committee initiated two other socio-civic
activities like a joint feeding with
Schoenstatt in the municipality of Carmen,
northern Cebu (Oct. 22, 2006) and
donation of bundles of joy at the Bukas
Palad Cebu Foundation (Dec. 5, 2006).

comes out every month on SunStar
Cebu’s Kids R’ Us Section continues to
provide young readers relevant and
interesting information about various
heritage structures and spots in Cebu and
the importance of preserving these historic

A r c h i t e c t u r e
E x h i b i t
C o m m i t t e e
(Chaired by
Director Buck
Richnold I. Sia).

For some
years now, the
Chapter has been
the main organizer
of the
Architecture Exhibit every December, in
line with the Nationwide Architecture
Week (NAW). This year’s showcase of
architectural works and a mini-construction
show was held at the Activity Center last
Dec. 8-10, 2006. This served as a fitting
culmination of a series of NAW activities
held in District C-1.

Heritage Committee (Chaired by
Director Karen Kristie R. Cabilao).

Almost three years running, the
Chapter’s Heritage Nook column that

treasures.
Forum Committee
(Chaired by Director
Francisco C. Noel).

This March, the
Chapter will host a
student’s forum on
“Apprenticeship and
Professional Ethics” at the
Main Theater of the
University of San Carlos

(USC) CAFA Building. The Committee is
also tasked to invite speakers and initiate
chat topics to highlight every monthly
GMM.

Indeed, Sugbu is living up to its
“Most Empowered Chapter” award given
by the UAP Management Committee last
year. Hats off to the officers, the
committee chairs and the supportive
members.

Sugbu booth at the NAW Architecture Exhibits

President Noel Avila leads the feeding
activity

Basking in the sun and sea breeze on their
15th Charter Day

By Karl A.E.F. Cabilao

On November 27, the final series of
symposia co-hosted by the United

Architects of the Philippines (UAP) Rizal-
Kalayaan 100 finally ended with speaker

talk in Adamson UniversityLandscapingLandscapingLandscapingLandscapingLandscapingLandscapingLandscapingLandscapingLandscapingLandscaping
Arch. Edgardo B.
Domingo on
Landscape Design.
Dubbed as the “First
Kalayaan Fora for a
Cause,” the project
was held in cooperation
with UAP Student
Auxiliary (UAPSA)
Adamson University
chapter and sponsored
by Emerald PVC Pipes.

A pioneer in his own right
having worked in the profession for 15
years, Domingo received his license as
landscape architect in 1985 from the
Professional Regulation Commission
without having to take the board exam.
As architect and landscape designer,
Domingo’s notable achievements include

various residences in exclusive subdivisions
like Forbes Park, the Corinthian Gardens,
and Ayala Alabang Village.

Domingo stressed there should
be a fusion of
the architecture
and landscape
architecture to
achieve good
design. “There
should be
wholeness,” he
said. With the
c o n s t a n t
developments in
building and

landscape technology, the speaker noted
that the owner’s lifestyle and budget
should also be considered in landscaping.

Earlier, Domingo presented
landscape based on its significance to
various cultures. In China and Japan,
“meditation” primarily strengthened
their interest for natural landscape and

law of nature. On the other hand, in
Italy, garden was an integral part of
suburban dwelling. Interior spaces of
a house were often secondary to
garden, allowing occupants to regard
themselves as part of an ordered
nature.

Domingo is a distinguished
member of the Philippine Association of
Landscape Architecture, International
Federation of Landscape Architects,
Philippine Institute of Architects, and the
Philippine Association of Board
Examiners.

He finished BS Architecture
from FEU and holds a Masters degree in
Business Administration in Adamson
University, where he is currently a faculty
member.

Attendees of the symposium
were architecture students of Adamson
University, Central Colleges of the
Philippines, University of Pangasinan and
Ateneo de Davao. By Boyet Tejuco
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ZAMBOANGA CHAPTER / PANGASINAN SCALE CHAPTER / PRC-BOA
QUEZON CITY CHAPTER

The United Architects of the Philippines
Zamboanga Chapter conducted its

tree planting and Christmas party at the
little Sta. Cruz Island off Basilan strait last
December 30, 2006. The activities were
attended by majority of its members with
the faculty of the College of Architecture
of the Western Mindanao State University
that’s dominated the group headed by the
dean Architect Domingo A. Abarro III.

The act iv i t ies were
init iated by its

UAPZC conducts tree planting at
little Sta. Cruz Island

members with the help of Engr. Arthur
Umayam a Civil Engineer by profession
teaching at the College of Engineering
of the Universidad de Zamboanga and
an Ex-marine corp member who
responsible in going the island and the
one who coordinated with the
Naval Forces
W e s t e r n
Mindanao. The
request in going

to the island was approved by no less
than the commander Commodore
Geronimo R. Defensor through the Civil
Military Operation Group of the Naval
Forces Western Mindanao. The

watercraft was
facilitated by the 81st

MC of the Marine
Forces South under
the leadership of
Brigadier General
Eduardo Ducusin
and they provided
two of i ts
watercraft.

The activities
were considered
as a
breakthrough

for the chapter for most
of the members attended were their

first time to visit the islands’ military
reservation, an island that only our eyes
can visible to reach. -UAP-PRArchitects on board one of the rubber boat in going to little Sta. Cruz island.

United Architects of the Philippines
(UAP) Pangasinan Scale Chapter

elected its new set of officers for the
Fiscal Year (F.Y.) 2007-2008 during its Fifth
Chapter Election of Officers held at
Dagupan Village hoel, Lucao District,
Dugupan City last January 26, 2007 with
Arch’t Rolando Sabado, who served as
chapter Vice President for Programs and
Development F.Y. ‘06-’07 voted as F.Y. ’07-
’08 chapter President.

One of the major project that
Arch’t Sabado will take over is the
acquisition of a lot to be the chapter’s
headqurters in Calasiao, Pangasinan, and
the dissemination of the R.A. 9266 known
as the Architecture Act fo 2004 to the
twenty-two (22) municipalities and two
(2) cities belonging to the chapter’s
jurisdiction.

The chapter is presently lobbying
with Sangguniang Bayan of Calasiao,

Sabado, New Pangasinan Scale
Chapter President

acquisition of the chapter’s proposed
headquarter-lot with an area of 84 sq.m
behind the Calasiao Astrodome.

“We are looking forward that our
request be granted once we complete
all the legal documents required by the
city government” chapter founding
president Arch’t Wilfredo G. Calaunan said.
Arch’t Sabado added “I can not do this
alone, I need all your support to make
our chapter dream be built into a
structure”

Meanwhile, among the newly-
elected officers are architects Julio
Belemes as V.P. Programs and
Development, Menchu Espinoza as V.P. for
Operations, Ramil S. Isit as Chapter
Treasurer, Rea Hidalgo as Secretary, and
architect Robin Velasco as Auditor, with
architects Joeminy Aquino, Arsenio
Lebaste, Frederick Rosario, Angel Suratos
and Ricardo Lazona as chapter directors.
By Julio V. Belmes

Board Resolution No. 05, series of
2005
...resolved to prescribe the dry seal
with the design, size, and contents for
mandatory use by a duly licensed
architect in signing and sealing of
architectural plans, drawings,
specifications, contract documents and
architectural permit prepared by or
under his/her direct supervision.

Architect’s Official Dry Seal
as prescribed by the PRC

Board of Arcitecture

headed by Municipal Mayor Roy T.
Macanlalay, for the approval of the
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In celebration of the Nationwide
Architecture Week, the Disrtrict D-
1 of the Area D  sponsored the CCP

New District Design Contest Winners
and Finalists Touring Exhibit last
December 2-15, 2006 at the NCCC Mall,
Matina, Davao City with UAP Kadayawan
Dabaw chapter as the official host of
the said exhibit.

The exhibit showcased the
winning works of seven architectural

UAP District D-1 hosts CCP Touring Exhibit

With all types of work to be done, whether from the one’s office, school,
construction site, and even for the organization, everyone needs rest and
relaxation-even the UAP Quezon City chapter.
As this year’s theme (for the second fiscal year) “Reaching More Goals” also

teasingly called “Relax, More Gimik”, the UAP Quezon City Chapter
(UAPQCC) turned their attention for a while away from office work last
November 26,, 2006, Sunday, and went to the wild, the Avilon Zoo that
is. Avilon Montalban Zoological Park, or commonly known as Avilon Zoo is
located in San Isidro, Rodriguez, Rizal just an hour’s drive north of Quezon
City. The zoo sits on a huge 7.5 hectare lot with almost 40 different
exhibits with 3000 animals belonging to 350 various species and lush flora
and fauna creatively designed for tourists’ easy flow, enjoyment and
pleasure.

Composed of seasoned chapter members, past presidents,
chapter officers, members and their children-the group, in yellow shirts
as the color of the day, with four vehicles in convoy proceeded to the
zoo from the Quezon City Hall parking area as launch point.

Immediately upon arriving, the delegation, if we may say, started
the trip without delay as everyone was excited to see what the zoo has in-
store. Avilon, so named for “Aves” or Birds and “Lon” for Land, boasted not
only vast species of birds but also wide array of` mammals, reptiles, fish, amphibians
and other nocturnal animals with the smallest animal to the biggest, the cute ones, to
the not so good looking variety. Some highlights in the zoo includes two tigers with
their cage side by side with hyenas, a flock of Victoria Crown Pigeons, the world’s
largest pigeons at 29 inches tall, the Tarsier which is the smallest monkey in the world
which can only be found in the Philippines, the largest fresh water fish in the world
the Arapaima or Pirarucu (Arapaima gigas) which one can watch while eating at the
pavilion and the landscaping, sheds, cages and enclosures themselves to name a few.

The tour ended after a sumptuous lunch after which
the gang departed back to Quezon City. The zoo is a fitting
example of what one can achieve as long as one has the
dedication and support of his friends, like the Quezon City Chapter.

By Carlo F.B.Marudo

firms under he professional category and
seven architectural groups from the
student category. The National
Commission for Culture and the Arts –
National Committee on Architecture and
Allied Arts (NCCA-NCAAA) and the Cultural
Center of the Philippines (CCP) jointly
organized the said competition and touring
exhibit. This joint project is in line with
the promotion of design excellence in
Architecture and Allied Arts.

Architect Christina Turalba,
chairman of NCCA-National Committee on
Architecture and Allied Arts also gave a
lecture on Filipino Landscape Architecture
after the Opening of Exhibits.

In 2007, the exhibit traveled to
Cagayan De Oro City from January 6-19,
2007 hosted by UAP Cagayan De Oro
Chapter and Zambaoanga City from
February 3-16, 2007 also hosted by UAP
Cagayan De Oro Chapter By Marlo J. Basco
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DISTRICT D-1

Year 2006 ended with the longest
week- long ce lebrat ion of  the

Nationwide Architecture Week (NAW)
35, headed by this year’s chair Archt.
Paolo Manalansan, uap.

On Dec. 2, the Architecture
Week opened with the launching of
the Metrobank Ar t  and Des ign
Excellence competition and the NAW
35 Display at Universidad de Manila.
Guest speaker was Manila Mayor Lito
Atienza, an architecture alumnus of
UST.
Led by i ts Distr ict Director Archt.
Corazon Adivoso, uap, District A- 5 and
her seven chapters: Greenhills, Marikina
Valley, Pasig, Rizal-East, Rizal-Kalayaan
100,  R iza l -Taytay,  and San Juan-
Mandaluyong joined the celebration

District D-5 Architects celebrate
NAW35

and Hon. Jesus C. Cruz, Vice Mayor of
Mandaluyong City.
In response, Chua Chiaco echoed
UAP’s  rep ly  through a fu l l -page
advertisement stating that there is no
injunction with regards to RA9266.
Aside from expressing his concerns,
A l l i ,  encouraged arch i tects  to
par t i c ipate  in  the Government
Procurement Act (RA 9184). Under
this law, architects can volunteer their
services as consultants for government
projects and public biddings.

Likewise, Cordero stressed

with their own tarpaulin
exhibit. It showcased the
accomplishments of the
district and the chapters.

Archt. Felicisimo
A. Tejuco, Jr of UAP Rizal-
Kalayaan 100 is District A-
5’s committee chair for the
NAW 35 affair. Tarpaulins
were des igned by UAP
Rizal-Kalayaan 100 active
member,  Archt .  G lenn
Ronald dela Paz.
One of NAW 35’s major
events  was the
Ba langakasan he ld  at
Max’s Restaurant, Quezon
Ave.-West 4 branch, on Dec. 4, also
dubbed as Professional Practice Day.
Themed “Gaining Sectoral Support: A
Means to Protect the Architectural
Profession,” the talk was sparked by
the full-page advertisement of the
Philippine Institute of Civil Engineers
(PICE)  regard ing the s ign ing of
arch i tectura l  documents  by c iv i l
engineers.

Resource speakers  were
Architects Armando Dominador N. Alli,
fuap and Angeline T. Chua Chiaco,
fuap, newly-appointed members of
the Board of  Arch i tecture of  the
Professional Regulatory Commission
(PRC); Rolando L. Cordero, Caloocan
City Planning and Development Officer;

that the law
can be
implemented
t h r o u g h

political will and vigilance. Hon.
Cruz, who is also President of the
V ice Mayor ’ s  League of  the
Philippines, expressed his group’s
support through a Memorandum
of Agreement with the UAP.
The second in  the ser ies  o f

Numerous seminars were also
held by various UAP and UAP Student
Auxiliary (UAPSA) chapters. On Dec.
6, Tejuco shared his experiences and
tips on job hunting and the profession
to architecture students of Adamson
University. He advised them to invest
in good books, be knowledgeable in
3d rendering programs, and polish
their social and communication skills.
Other activities were a children’s party
at the UAP Headquarters and the Anti-
Dengue Fumigation by Mapecon on

Dec.  3  and 5,
respectively.
NAW 35 ended
with a culmination
n ight  at  V i rg in
Café ,  Tomas
Morato,  QC on
Dec.  9 .  Hon.
Eugene Tan, fuap
and Fernando
Santos,  fuap,
received plaques of
recogn i t ion for
the i r  inva luab le

Balangkasan for FY 2006-2007, this
event was spearheaded by District B1
through Archt. Annie Pugeda, and the
NAW 35 Committee.

support to the profession and the
profess iona l  organ izat ion.  Major
sponsors were Boysen Paints and
Bostik.  ByFelicisimo A. Tejuco, Jr.
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ARCH_N_SOUL
Architect Carlo Fundador B. Marudo, uap

Quezon City Chapter

A TRUE “PROFESSIONAL

AN expert, a person qualified for the job,
a skilled personnel, a person practiced in
his or her line of work, someone who is
certified in his profession, and a duly
licensed practitioner. These are just some
of the synonyms that may be attributed
to the word “Professional”. In the field
of Business and Economics, a professional
is a person who “earns” with the use of
the advanced academic training he or
she has undertaken, and someone who
is or must be good at it.

Question no.1: Does being a
professional dictates status? A status
where you can express by of course with

Profession: noun, 2 an occupation requiring advanced academic training
Professional: adj., 2 (all person in an occupation) engaging in some activity

mainly to   earn one’s livelihood.
Source: Webster’s New World Dictionary School and Office Edition.

his company and its accomplishments.
Indeed, (to those lucky enough) these
may represent a person’s status as a
professional, and with this, let me present
Question no.2; Does being a professional
come with one’s action, values, and
ethics?  Can a person be called a
professional if his personal success
endangers the very image of his profession
as whole, his colleagues’, and his very
credibility? Can one be considered a
successful “professional” if he’s doing well
in business, while taking advantage of
others without enough compensation, is
business strategy more important than

Truly, I, as in individual can
only present questions. Because the
fact of the matter is, we all have our
own interpretation, we all have our
own reason, we all have our own minds
to follow. All I can do is ask-maybe as
form of a reminder to us all. How you,
as person evaluates his or her own
status as a professional depends on
yourself. Because only you can control
your own life, but may this be a
reminder, your decisions in your own
life, however or whatever the result
maybe, doesn’t just affect you, but
others as well, being a professional,
( in a profession) which required

“What is more important, financial
rewards and success, or respect
“earned” and unquestionable

integrity?”

your PRC
license, by
w e a r i n g
neat coat
and ties,
big and
beau t i f u l
o f f i c e s ,
having your company seen in
newspapers and print ads while showing
off your works, catchy audio-visual
presentations and even by having
websites representing the “professional”,

professional
ethics and
values?” Can
a professional
be measured
by his
success and
achievements,

or by his actions, his purpose, objective
in line with his work…and his integrity?
What is more important, financial rewards
and success, or respect “earned” and
unquestionable integrity?

...your decisions in your own
life, however or whatever
the result maybe, doesn’t
just affect you, but others

as well, being a
professional, (in a

profession) which required
“advanced academic

training”, that we are.

“advanced academic training”, that we
are.

Back then, I thought that to be
a professional, one must have a college
degree and a license to practice a
profession. Basically, I thought that being
a professional can only be proven in writing,
in passing exams or via license cards. But
in the early years that I have had the
privilege of being a practicing architect,
under mentors and colleagues of
unquestionable integrity, I discovered a
different meaning to being a true
professional, but that’s just my opinion.
What’s yours?

techno-savvy and enjoy the whole
world being literally at our fingertips.

As for my uncle? He is now
internet-hooked. He emails friends and
family daily, from Canada, to London,
to Sorsogon City in Bicol - all while
drinking his favorite Ensure and eating
his rout ine breakfast oatmeal.  He
regularly visits the official website of
the Kn ights  o f  R iza l ,  h i s  c iv i c
organization while downloading his
favor i te  E lv i s  Pres ley  tunes v ia
Limewire.com. His next project? He
wants me to teach him all about Yahoo
Messenger, so he can then “chat” real-
time with his long lost friends in the
East-Coast, girl-friend in Canada and
pamangkins in California. (A helluva lot
cheaper than overseas phone calls, if
you ask me.)

Fellow architects, see you as we embark
on the UAP Internet Revolution!

Internet

small thing being held by your grandson
while he uses the computer), one will
have instant access to all who shall enter
its domain. Interactive chat-rooms may
even be installed inside the UAP website
to allow our members instant audience
to our National President in sharing
thoughts and grievances regarding our
organization. And yes, advertising in the
website can also bring revenue to our
UAP. The possibilities are wide and
endless.

But  o f  course ,  every th ing
must start with learning about the
c omp u t e r  a nd  t h e  b a s i c s  o f
navigating the internet. To our old-
schoo l  warr iors ,  p lease heed the
winds of change. Ask your nephews
o r  g r a n d s o n s  t o  t e a c h  y o u  t h e
basics of going digital. Let us all be

from page 16
granted, even in the other aspects of our
lives. A person who chooses a job that
he enjoys doing will never feel like working
each waking day. A person who chooses
a lifelong partner whom he connects with
emotionally and spiritually will have a
blissful personal life. Similarly, we must
choose leaders who are willing to serve,
not rule. We need someone who may
not be necessarily popular, but someone
who can implement changes effectively
in our society.

However, we must all remember
that the success of this nation does not
lie in the government alone. It’s high time
we all realize that pulling each other down
will not accomplish anything. One does
not have to hold a position in order to be
a leader. This nation has many good
coaches, but most importantly we need
interested players to win this game.

Editorial from page 3
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TWOSIDESOFTHEPEN
Architect Karl Aries Emerson F. Cabilao, uap

Sugbu Chapter

INTO THE DOT.COM
WORLD

The Internet has definitely shrunk the
world to the size of a human head certain

headhunters use as pendants.

It’s partly unusual to have me, living
several miles away from Manila, as a
member of this publication’s editorial

board. How could I function as such when
it’s almost impossible be physically a regular
attendee in the weekly meetings called
for by the Chief? In fact, I haven’t
attended an “official” editorial conclave
since being appointed Corresponding Editor
two years ago. Yet, I’m still here keeping
you dear colleagues updated of UAP affairs
especially in this side of the country.

The Internet has definitely shrunk
the world to the size of a human head
certain headhunters use as pendants. Who
could ever imagine chatting with someone
from a country you never knew existed
until about two seconds ago? Or swapping
blithesome tales with a relative or friend
who’s in the opposite time zone?

For some years now, terms like
“windows”, “boot”, “surf” and “mouse”
were added new meanings while new
words like “blog” were born. The Net is
indeed a helpful tool, especially for

students in architecture. Multitudes of
websites become apertures to amazing
photos of architectural outputs of both
old and up-and-coming architects from
every corner of the globe. More
importantly, relevant info concerning
about the profession and our professional
organization can be accessed through a
few clicks on the computer. It
revolutionizes research and makes such
endeavor less of a burden and more
interesting. Now, I’m using again more

viewed by your client even if he’s in
Timbuktu. Now that’s an exemplification
of practice beyond borders.

But I guess the most important
thing that came out from the Net’s
existence is how it makes a connection
with colleagues from all over. I may not
have met personally all the young and
hard-working Editors here but it seems
like we’re all one happy barkada. Thanks
to text, e-mails, e-groups and Yahoo
Messengers, we are able to keep ourselves
abreast. With these interactive
innovations, physical barriers have been
blurred. Now, there’s no reason for all of
us in the UAP to be out of touch. We
could make every National Convention or
NCA one big “EB” (eyeball).

The flow and exchange of
information and updates has relatively
quickened with the increased use of this
technological wonder we call the Internet.
As members of the UAP, all of us should
make full use of this innovation. More than

occasionally) , the Net offers more
resources and can be gained anytime as
long as you have a PC, modem and an
efficient Internet Service Provider.
Long-distance architect-client relationship
should be a breeze. Drawings, through
various softwares, can be sent to and

the swift exchange of all the lowdowns
in the world of “arki-ness”, it helps us
forget the geographical elements and
distances that separate us being denizens
of a 7,100-plus-islands archipelago. Yes,
the Net has made this world a smaller
place and that should bring all of us closer.

The other day I spent a whole
afternoon with my uncle, patiently
teaching him how to email and

generally navigate and use the internet.
This 65 year old man, who, beside my
dear mother practically taught me
everything I know in this world, was
studiously listening to the lessons I was
giving him. Considered by many as a leader,
my uncle is a very active individual in our
social and civic circles. His Achilles’ heel?
He is afraid of computers. A classic techie-
dinosaur.

IDEASANDINSPIRATIONS
Architect Mark Mateo Morales, uap

Rizal-Taytay Chapter

INTERNET-PHOBIA NO MORE!

laptop computer.
I can’t help but be

amused by the situation we were
in; time has really gone by and the
tables have slowly been turned:

the neophyte was now teaching his
mentor.
I share this with all my fellow architects

Tidningar, founded in 1645 and is the
world’s oldest newspaper announcing to
the world that it is now going online. It
has now entered the digital age by
officially ending its glorious run as a print
publication and has opted to be published
exclusively on the Internet.

In line with this, could the UAP
Post follow suit? Think about it: Printing
costs will be minimized or even eliminated,
every UAP member in the four corners of
our planet will have real-time access to
the latest news of our organization, and
the money used for publishing may instead
be used to fund the more pressing and
important functional needs of the UAP.

The Post next endeavor will of
course be its proposed website be linked
to the official website of the UAP
wherein, in a click of a mouse (yes, that

internet, see page 15

I can’t help but be
amused by the
situation we were in;
time has really gone
by and the tables
have slowly been
turned: the neophyte
was now teaching
his mentor.

He is one of the
gallant vanguards of an era
gone past; a time when
life was simpler and one
was confined to the
physical limitations of his
natural environment. But
through his awareness in
the need to adapt to the
changing times, fate has
led him to seek help from
the youngster patiently
sitting beside him in front
of his newly bought

because like my family, we
too have our own share
of veterans and
neophytes. Though I
applaud those who have
already made the leap to
learn the ins and outs of
the internet, I know that
there are still many among
us, those who we
youngsters like to call die-
hard, old-school warriors
who, like my uncle before
our tutorial session, did

not wish to adapt to the changing times
of the digital age.

 In the January 31, 2007 issue
of the Philippine Daily Inquirer, there is an
article about Sweden’s Post och Inrikes

frequently my interactive
surfboard for our various
requirements in graduate
school. With all due
respect to the library
(which I stil l visit
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GLOBAL PRACTICE:
Reality Check!

By Miguel
Guerrero, UAP,
APEC Architect,

AssocAIA

PART 2 OF 2

Global Practice: the Philippine Perspective

What are the opportunities for global practice in the
Philippines, for foreign architects and local architects?
The practice of architecture in the Philippines is governed by
the law “RA 9266: Architecture Act of 2004”.  It protects the
Philippine architects right to practice architecture in the country.
Foreign architects can perform professional services in the
Philippines under the conditions set forth in Section 38 of RA
9266:

Foreign nationals who have gained entry in the
Philippines to perform professional services as architects or
consultants in foreign-funded or assisted projects of the
government or employed or engaged by Filipino or foreign
contractors or private firms, shall, before assuming the duties,
functions and responsibilities as architects or consultants, secure
a special/temporary permit from the Board subject to the
approval of the Commission, to practice his/her profession in
connection with the project he/she was commissioned:
Provided, That a foreign national or foreign firm, whose name
of company name, with the title architect, architectural
consultant, design consultant, consultant or designer appears
on architectural plans, specifications and other related
construction documents, for securing building permits, licenses
and government authority clearances for actual building project
construction in the Philippines and advertisements and billboards
for marketing purposes shall be deemed practicing architecture
in the Philippines, whether the contract for professional services
is consummated in the Philippines or in a foreign country:
Provided, further,

That the following conditions are satisfied as follows:

(a) That he/she is a citizen or subject of a country
which specifically permits Filipino professionals to practice his/
her profession within their territorial limits, on the same basis as
the subjects of citizens of such foreign state or country;

`
(b) That he/she is legally qualified to practice

architecture in his/her own country, and that his/her expertise
is necessary and advantageous to our country particularly in
the aspects of technology transfer and specialization;

(c) That foreign nationals shall be required to work
with a Filipino counterpart and shall also be responsible for public
utilities and taxes due to the Philippine government, relative to
their participation in, or professional services rendered to the
project, in accordance with the established implementing rules
and regulations providing for the procedure for the registration
and /or issuance of temporary/special permits to foreign
architects allowed by law to practice their profession in the
Philippines by the Board of Architecture and the accredited
professional organization; and

(d) Agencies, organizations or individuals, whether
public or private, who secure the services of a foreign professional
authorized by law to practice in the Philippines for reasons
aforementioned, shall be responsible for securing a special permit
from the Professional Regulation Commission (PRC) and the
Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) pursuant to PRC
and DOLE rules.

The key to architectural practice across borders is
reciprocity.  At the moment, it seems that the Philippines has
no reciprocal agreement with any other country.
The APEC Architect Project is another way of practicing in other
APEC countries.  The APEC Architect Project maintains a Register
of APEC Architects.  As of this writing, the countries that are
part of the APEC Architect Project are:  Australia, Canada, China,
Hong Kong China, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand,
Philippines, Chinese Taipei, Thailand and the United States of
America.  The mechanics of cross border practice are still being
studied, but the project has a bright future, as practice within
APEC countries is the main thrust.  (http://
www.apecarchitect.org.ph)
There are also countries in the world that allow foreign architects
to practice without requirements.  The website of the Col.legi
d’Arquitectes de Catalunya shows five countries that allow foreign
architects to practice:  Antilles, Switzerland, Finland, Sweden
and Netherlands. (http://www.coac.net/international)

Global Codes
The UIA has published “UIA Accord on Recommended
International Standards of Professionalism in Architectural
Practice”, first approved in 1999 in Beijing.  These documents
set the ground work for global practice.  The list of available
documents are as follows: (http://www.aia.org/about_uia)
- UIA Accord on Recommended International Standards
of Professionalism in Architectural Practice
- Policy Issues
- Policy on Accreditation/Validation/Recognition
- Policy on Practical Experience/Training/Internship
- Policy on Demonstration of Professional Knowledge and

Ability
- A Guide to Qualification Based Selection of Architects

(QBS)
- Policy on Ethics and Conduct
- Policy on Continuing Professional Development
- Policy on the Scope of Practice
- Policy on Forms of Practice
- Policy on Practice in a Host Nation
- Policy on Intellectual Property and Copyright
- Policy on the Role of Professional Bodies

The International Code Council, established in 1994,
publishes various International Building Codes, in a move to
standardize Building Codes globally.  (http://www.iccsafe.org)

Conclusion

The practice of architecture in many countries is still a
very protected environment.  Foreign architects are viewed as
a threat to local practice.  Scale of professional fees varies from
country to country, adding an economic threat.
On the other hand, initiatives from UIA, ARCASIA and APEC
Architect are exploring ways and mechanisms for global practice.
The UIA and the International Code Council are setting the
base for truly global codes.

Today, global practice can be done very selectively.  True
borderless practice still eludes the architectural profession.  But
through the constant effort of trying to seek what is common
to all, and to resolve the differences, global architectural practice
will be a reality.  It is a matter of time!
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